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QUESTION 1

During an ATP check for a sales order item, the requested quantity is completely confirmed on the required date even
though there is only a partial quantity in stock on that date. What could be the reason for this? Choose the correct
answer. 

A. The customer material info record is set to allow partial deliveries and the customer requires a quantity as close to
the requested delivery date as possible. 

B. In the configuration of the scope of check, the Without Replenishment Lead Time flag is set and the material
availability date is further away than today plus the replenishment lead time. 

C. In the configuration of the scope of check, the Without Replenishment lead Time flag is not set and the material
availability date is further away than today plus the replenishment lead time. 

D. The customer master record is set to allow partial deliveries and the customer requires a quantity as soon as
possible. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to ensure that an incomplete sales document CANNOT be saved. What must you do? Choose the correct
answer. 

A. Assign an incompleteness procedure to therespective item categories of the document. 

B. Assign an incompleteness procedure to the respective schedule line categories of the document. 

C. Select the Dialog Message for Incompletion flag in the respective sales document type. 

D. Select the Dialog Message for Incompletion flag in the respective schedule line categories. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Your project requires an enhancement to the standard sales order processing logic. Which options should you
consider? Choose Three correct answers. 

A. Customizing (IMG) 

B. Customer exit 

C. User exit 

D. Requirement routine 

E. Business Add-In (BAdl) 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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QUESTION 4

Which elements can you use to influence the determination of the shipping point? Choose Three correct answers. 

A. Storage condition 

B. Loading group 

C. Plant 

D. Shipping condition 

E. Transportation group 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to generate a list of conditions for analysis in a standard SAPS/4HANAsystem. Which activity does SAP
recommend? Choose the correct answer. 

A. Create table joins with underlying tables. 

B. Extract condition records and use a tabulation tool. 

C. Create an ABAP report. 

D. Create a pricing report. 

Correct Answer: D 
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